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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a middleware framework that unifies
access to GSM-enabled sensor devices in a global computing
environment. Typically, communication with mobile sensors
relies on proprietary protocols, involving the exchange of
SMS and MMS messages. In the proposed framework, we
use XML-based control descriptions that abstractly specify
these protocols to generate proxies and corresponding WEB-
based (HTML, WAP and WEB services) interfaces that realize
them. Thus, we provide access transparency over different
kinds of mobile sensors. Besides the overall architecture of the
proposed framework, we discuss a particular instance where a
GSM-enabled camera with temperature, and motion detection
sensors is incorporated into our global computing environ-
ment. Finally, we assess the performance of the proposed
framework by presenting experimental results.

1. INTRODUCTION

The World-Wide Web has evolved into the major data struc-
ture for providing and accessing computer applications and
other resources though well-defined WEB-enabled interfaces.
Several emerging technologies exist for the development of
such interfaces. In practice, we meet HTML-based interfaces
that facilitate the communication between devices such as
personal computers and laptops and WAP-based interfaces that
support the communication in environments involving hand-
held devices such as PDAs and pocket PCs. Nowadays, we
further have the ability to use programmable interfaces, relying
on the standard WEB Services architecture [1], [2].

In this paper, we specifically focus on incorporating in such
global computing environments [3] small GSM-enabled sensor
devices, controlled by SMS messages. Typically, information
gathering from mobile sensors is performed through either
SMS messages (e.g. temperature, atmospheric pressure or
humidity) or MMS messages (e.g. images, video or time
varying signals of seismic or electromagnetic activity). SMS
messages are traditionally used as means for controlling GSM-
enabled devices and for logging data regarding their operation.
A sensor-specific proxy server collects client requests for
information and submits them to the sensor. Then, it collects
the specified information and makes it available in client-
compatible formats. The interaction between the proxy server
and the mobile sensor is determined by the manufacturer’s
specifications regarding command sequences for initializing
the sensor and for selecting amongst alternative delivery
methods and data contents.
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e, the initialization and the gathering of information
d by mobile sensors varies depending on the type of the
In principle, a global computing environment, such as
s we examine [3], shall comprise many different types
ors. Consequently, the aim of this paper is to propose
leware framework that enables a uniform WEB-based
to mobile sensors. To this end, each mobile sensor is
anied by a description called Mobile Sensor Control
tion (MSCD) that serves as input to the proposed
ork. Based on the MSCD, we generate sensor-specific
servers and corresponding WEB interfaces. The gen-
proxy servers realize the necessary procedures for the
initialization and the gathering of information according
ral sensor-specific parameters that can be customized
lients through the WEB interfaces. The clients may use
t devices such as personal computers, laptops or PDAs
ternet access. Depending on the client preferences, the
acquired information may be delivered to an e-mail
, to a mobile phone or to a WEB page. In a sense,
posed middleware framework is reflective [4] since
customizes its interfaces with respect to constraints
d by each particular sensor that participates in the
computing environment.
emonstrate our overall approach for unifying access to
sensors in global computing environments, we provide
fic instance of our architecture that allows accessing
le camera through multiple WEB-based interfaces. We
on various issues regarding the implementation of our
ork and present related performance results.
remaining of the paper is structured as follows. Section
sses related work. Section 3, details the overall frame-
while Section 4, focuses on the implementation of a
pe application that utilizes the framework. Section 5,
s a number of performance results. Finally, Section 6
es the paper.

2. RELATED WORK

ork presented in this paper generally relates to the
tion of devices that communicate through SMS and
in WEB-based global computing environments. Short
ing Services or Short Message Sending (SMS) [5] is
supported in mobile phones in most countries. It allows

compose short textual messages using the telephone
t, and transmit them asynchronously. Thus, it is nat-
bind together the pertinent telephony and computing
ls so that computers can originate and perhaps receive
essages. In that respect Short Messaging Services are
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Fig. 1: System Architecture

offered by various cellular telephony providers through WEB
interfaces.

In general, XML has been used for sending SMS messages
over HTTP [6]. However, each vendor created its own imple-
mentation leading to interoperability problems. To solve such
problems the SMS Forum [7] developed two relating stan-
dards: Short Messaging Application Part (SMAP), an XML
format for the messages themselves, and Mobile Messaging
Access Protocol (MMAP), a SOAP-based protocol for sending
those messages. Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is a
simple XML protocol for exchanging structured information
over the Internet and is amongst the core standards that
formulate the overall Web Services architecture [1]. SOAP
lies on top of a variety of transport protocols such as HTTP
and SMTP.

The aforementioned standards constitute a foundation for
communicating with mobile sensors using SOAP. An ap-
proach that actually realizes such communication capabilities
is detailed in [8]. In particular, the authors propose a bi-
directional SOAP/SMS gateway service. This approach bears
some similarity with our framework. The gateway service gets
SOAP requests from the client application, makes use of a
database and a GSM modem to access mobile sensors and
sends SOAP responses. Implementation-wise there are several
common points between this approach and our framework.
However, a major difference is that our approach unifies
access to different types of mobile sensors through WEB-
based interfaces generated automatically. The implementations
of these interfaces translate client requests to sensor-specific
sequences of SMS control messages. Our system further
provides compatibility with approaches for accessing mobile
devices through WAP [9]. WAP allows low-end devices with
limited CPU power, memory and storage to access the wireless
WEB.

As discussed in the introduction the proposed middleware
framework is reflective as it self-customizes its interfaces with
respect to constraints imposed by each particular sensor in
the global computing environment. There are several middle-
ware frameworks that expose the properties provided by the
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ware services for introspection and change [10]. To our
dge, none of the aforementioned particularly deals with
vision of WEB-based access transparency over mobile
.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

rview of our architecture is illustrated in Figure 1.
obal computing environment we consider comprises
using different WEB-enabled devices such as personal
ers, laptops and PDAs to access available resources.
sensors communicating through GSM and GPRS are

ular kind of such resources. Our framework consists of
ain components, namely a mobile sensor customizer,
ferent kinds of server and WEB page proxies. The
and the WEB page proxies are sensor-specific and
h communication between the clients and the sensors.
other hand, the mobile sensor customizer serves for

ing the aforementioned sensor-specific components,
he specification of Mobile Sensor Control Descriptions
s). The rest of this section further discusses the main
ibilities of the components that constitute the proposed
ork.

ile Sensor Customizer

tly, the interaction between clients and mobile sensors
rmined by the manufacturers’ specifications regarding
nd sequences for initializing a sensor, and for selecting
y methods and data contents. Unifying the commu-

between clients and mobile sensors by providing
riate WEB-based interfaces is a major issue in this
. Addressing this issue is the main responsibility of
sor customizer. The customizer accepts as input an
, provided by means of an XML file. Roughly, the
specifies the type of information that can be delivered
sensor and alternative delivery methods.
wing, the customizer generates appropriate WEB-
nterfaces and corresponding implementations of server
EB page proxies that mediate the interaction between
and mobile servers. Different kinds of sensors have
t descriptions and capabilities and so the behavior of

ver and the WEB page specific proxies can vary. For
e, let us assume that a mobile sensor can send image,
ature or both, and this information can be delivered with

or an MMS. The SMS control sequences that perform
perations on the mobile sensor is the information that
tomizer wants to acquire from the MSCD, to generate
r proxy that actually realizes the operations which
orted by the server proxy in terms of a well-defined

nterface. Specifically, the mobile sensor customizer we
r supports the generation of two different types of
proxies: (1) servlets providing HTML or WAP based
es, and (2) Web Services, providing WSDL compliant
es.
etail, the MSCD of a mobile sensor consists of the
ng elements:



Fig. 2: Example of a MSCD specification

• Initialization information (init tag in Figure 2), con-
sisting of a set of alternative initialization protocols for
the mobile sensor. An initialization protocol specifies an
ordered collection of request and response messages that
must be exchanged between the proxy server and the
sensor towards the sensor’s initialization.

• Query delivery information (info tag in Figure 2),
comprising a set of alternative query protocols for the
mobile sensor. A query protocol prescribes an ordered
collection of request and response messages that must be
exchanged between the proxy server and the sensor to
obtain the information provided by the sensor.

The initialization and the query protocols customize the
content type provided by the mobile sensor and several other
content-dependent quality attributes that specify characteristics
of the data type that will be delivered (info tag in Figure 2).
For instance, the content types may be image, video or text
and the attributes may specify characteristics such as image
resolution, video compression or image format. The WEB
interfaces generated by the customizer facilitate the selection
between alternative initialization and query protocols, as they
allow the clients to set their preferences regarding the various
content types and attributes either graphically through HTML
or WAP based pages, or though a programmable WSDL
interface. Then, the client preferences are properly handled
by the corresponding proxy servers.

Hence, to integrate a mobile sensor in our global computing
environment we define an XML scheme that describes the
structure of MSCDs. Due to space limitations, the detailed
description of the scheme can be found in the long version of
this paper [11]. We can then describe all mobile sensors by
providing MSCDs that comply to this scheme. A representative
MSCD example is given in Figure 2, which is further detailed
in Section 4.
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for a mobile camera.

er and WEB Page Proxies

havior of proxy servers materializes the alternative
ation and query protocols, specified in the MSCDs

ere used for generating the servers. In particular, a
erver collects requests for information issued by clients
nslates them into sequences of sensor-specific requests

SMS messages. Following, the proxy server receives
cified information and makes it available in client-
ible formats. The proxy server uses GSM to commu-
ith the mobile sensor and the mobile sensor responds
itting appropriate SMS or MMS messages using GSM
S, respectively. In our approach it is important to

ith the common scenario where a client executes on
nd device with limited power, processing and storage
ities. Such kind of devices may not efficiently support
eption of MMS messages. In this case our framework
s the option of building a WEB page that contains the
obtained by the sensor. The construction of this WEB
a responsibility of the WEB page proxy component,

receives the MMS sent by the sensor in place of the
The WEB page is created upon the arrival of the
essage that contains the MMS built by the sensor.

onizing the client and the WEB page proxy is an issue,
by the proxy server. During the processing of a client
the proxy server waits for the creation of the result
the WEB page proxy and then notifies the client. The
erver uses polling to realize the previous task. While
nt request is being processed a popup window is open
lient’s browser, highlighting the progress of the client’s
.

4. A FRAMEWORK INSTANCE

plication described in this section uses mobile sensors,
send and receive SMS messages through the GSM
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Fig. 3: Query protocols for the tw

/GPRS network. The messages concern querying of infor-
mation and controlling delivery parameters. The delivery is
realized through either SMS or MMS messages. To provide
a unified WEB-based interface for these sensors we use
MSCD specifications as input to the mobile sensor customizer
of the proposed framework. Specifically, Figure 2 gives the
MSCD information for a mobile camera. The mobile camera
is a stand-alone remote GSM-GPRS device with imaging
hardware, motion detector, thermometer and microphone. The
mobile camera needs no internet connection and it can be
installed in any place where there is GSM coverage. The
camera may send any of the information through an MMS
or SMS message responding to a sequence of SMS control
messages. Accounts can be created for users of the camera
specifying e-mail or phone numbers. A master user is set with
control privileges. For every account there are choices for the
content of information and the type of delivery. Based on the
MSCD, we generate a server and a WEB page proxy and
corresponding HTML and WAP based interfaces.

The clients of our application may then execute several
query scenarios involving information provided by the mobile
camera simply through the use of the generated interfaces and
without any particular knowledge of technicalities that relate
to the particular camera. All the required expertise on using
the mobile camera is encapsulated in the logic of the server
and the WEB page proxies, generated by the mobile sensor
customizer. Following we examine two possible scenarios
which are further evaluated in Section 5:

1) A client uses the HTML interface of the camera to obtain
image and temperature, delivered through a new page.

2) A client uses the WAP interface to acquire image and
temperature, delivered through an e-mail message.

To realize the first scenario, the client has to fill up the
options of the HTML forms given in Figure 4. In particular,
the scenario proceeds as follows:
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Proxy serverWeb page proxy 
Client

Application Server

Fill the html or 
WAP form

CGI – Get

Control SMS
Messages Popup Window 

(opening)

Wait until 
information
is delivered

Wait for the 
request to be 

processed

Popup Window 
(completing)

MMS or SMS message

(b) Scenario 2.

o scenarios.

he client selects “Image and Temperature”, a resolution
nd “To web page” in the delivery options (Figure 4(a),
b)).
fter submitting the query a popup window appears and
isplays date and time asking the user to wait. At the
ame time the server proxy sends the client request to the
amera and waits until the results web page is created
Figure 4(c)).
he camera receives the SMS message that encapsulates
e client request and sends image and temperature data
the WEB page proxy through an MMS message.

pon the reception of the MMS, the WEB page proxy
ses a script to extract the data and creates the results
age (Figure 4(d)).
fter polling the WEB page proxy, the server proxy gets
e notification that the results page is ready. Following,
e server updates the popup window with the final form
at displays the link to the results page.

larly, to realize the second scenario the client has to
enerated WAP interface. Figure 3 gives further details
ng the query protocols executed during each of the
os. The query protocols and the WAP interface are not
discussed due to space limitations. More details can be
n the long version of this paper [11]. 1

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

rformed experiments for determining the average re-
time for the framework instance of Section 4 for

n query requests in various configurations. The query
ents performed were the following:
questing image and temperature with image resolution

) default (b) high and (c) compact. The request is issued

nterested reader may also test further scenarios involving the mobile
nd the HTML or WAP interfaces at
/sensor-proxy.cs.uoi.gr/index ds.htm or
sensor-proxy.cs.uoi.gr/index ds.wml, respectively.



(a) Filling delivery informa

(b) Setting up delivery destin
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Fig. 4: Using the HTML interface in

TABLE 1: RESPONSE TIME AND MIDDLEWARE OV

Type of experiment Average preparation t
sending message(s)

Image with default resolution
and temperature at web page 31.6

Image with high resolution and
temperature at web page 19.0 (1st SMS) 48.5 (2

(two SMS messages)
Image with compact resolution
and temperature at web page 23.1 (1st SMS) 35.4 (

(two SMS messages)

TABLE 2: RESPONSE TIME AND MIDDLEWARE OVE

Type of experiment Average preparation
message sending (

Getting temperature at
the mobile phone 30.1

through the HTML-based interface and the results are
delivered on a WEB page

(ii) Requesting temperature only through the HTML-based
interface. The results are delivered by SMS to a mobile
phone (note that even in that case a WEB page is created).

(iii) The queries of experiment (i) and (ii) submitted through
the WAP-based interface.

Specifically, for the above scenarios we measured the aver-
age preparation time required by the server proxy for sending
the SMS messages to the camera and the overall response time
(measured from the moment that the user presses the submit

button
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tion.

ation.

(d) Results page.

the first scenario.

ERHEAD FOR EXPERIMENT (I).

ime for Overall response
(in sec) time average (in sec)

64.5

nd SMS) 132.6

2nd SMS) 96.2

RHEAD FOR EXPERIMENT (II).

time for Overall response
in sec) time average (in sec)

77.6

in the HTML or the WAP form, until the moment
/she receives the corresponding results). Roughly, the

preparation time is the overhead introduced by the
d middleware framework.

he first experiment the results are shown in Table 1. For
ault resolution the query protocol comprises a single
equest message. The average response time was 64.5
h a standard deviation of 8.5 sec. When the resolution

high or compact an additional SMS request message
ired in the query protocol so as to appropriately set up
responding quality attribute of the mobile camera. The



(a) Breakdown of overall response time for exp.(i)

Fig. 5: Results summa

TABLE 3: RESPONSE TIME AND MIDDLEWARE OVERHEAD FOR EXPERI-
MENT (III).

Type of experiments Average response time for
wap access (in sec)

Getting image and temperature
at the web page 42.5

Getting temperature at a mobile
phone 74

need for this additional message almost doubles the overall
response time.

For the second experiment the results are illustrated in
Table 2. In this case, a results page is created with image
and temperature info. Subsequently, the temperature info is
extracted from the page and an SMS message is sent to
the user’s mobile phone with the temperature info only. The
average time is 77.5 sec with 11.8 sec standard deviation.

Finally, Table 3 presents the results for the last experiment,
i.e. accessing the camera from the WAP interface to get (a)
image and temperature (with default resolution), delivered in
a WEB page and (b) just temperature, delivered to a mobile
phone.

Figure 5(a) and (b) summarize our results. Specifically, the
overall response time is divided into the time required for
the preparation of the SMS request messages at the proxy
server (vertical lines), the time required for sending those
requests to the camera (solid black) and the time required
for the preparation and the delivery of the MMS reply from
the camera to the client or to the WEB page proxy (gray).
Observe that the processing time introduced by our framework
at the proxy server is almost the same in every experiment.
The remaining overhead depends on the network latency. The
large standard deviation is due to the GSM/GPRS network
traffic and communication parameters. In the case of multiple
user requests at the same proxy server the response time could
increase significantly. To resolve this bottleneck we may use
more than one proxy servers and/or multiple sensors at the
same point.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The main contribution of this paper is a middleware framework
that provides WEB-based access transparency over different
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(b) Breakdown of overall response time for exp.(ii),(iii)

ry.

f mobile sensors. Specifically, we use XML-based con-
criptions to abstractly specify proprietary SMS/MMS-
ommunication protocols assumed by mobile sensors.
on these specifications we generate proxies and cor-
ing WEB-based (HTML, WAP and WEB services)
es that realize the aforementioned protocols. In the
e detailed the architecture of the proposed framework

e demonstrated its use in the particular case of a
nabled camera with temperature, and motion detection
. Finally, we evaluated our framework and presented
performance results.
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